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First ever Virtual Installation 
in the History of 

“ Rotary Club of Hyderabad East”.

34th “Installation Nite” Virtual Platform was executed 
on par with any International standard . 

Rtn Pashu Jabhak was MC for the evening and with his 
professional touch and humour he carried out the entire event 
of installation like a Maska on Bun.  The event started with 
lighting of lamp which surprised everyone with Chief Guest 
literally standing along the incoming and outgoing president.  
Rtn President Srini  shared his years achievement on PPT and 
all the guests present applauded him for his leadership during 
his period.  AV of the Jewel change was another surprise 
because Outgoing president and Incoming president met at 
a common place a day earlier and wanted to give physical 
feel to the most important event for any incoming president. 
President gave an acceptance speech starting with a AV which 
was with all club members giving commitment that all ready 
to seize the opportunity in the line with Rotary International 
Theme “Rotary Open Opportunities”. DGE  Rtn Prabhakar 
garu performed the oath taking for incoming President , 
Secretary and all the Directors. He also gave a very inspiring 
speech and urged that RCHE should win Best Club award and 
Best president award for the year 2020-2021, he reiterated 
quoting RCHE got a privilege and experience of three district 
governors in the club.  Guest of Honor , Assistant Governor 
Rtn Mallik  garu assured that he shall extend all his support  
and  guidance the Club and President . Finally  DG Hanumanth 
Reddy garu gave an inspiring speech and motivated all club 
members  with his excellent  quotes and asked club to focus 
on  Membership  and have given a target  to double the current 
Club Membership, he also shared about “ Breast Feeding 
Kiosks “ which is his personal district project, he  asked RCHE 
to take up at 5 to 6 kiosks this year.

Closing Ceremony end with Vote of Thanks by Secretary of Club                 
Rt. Bhaskar Reddy followed by National Anthem.

07th August Business 
meeting 

15th Independence Day and 
Rotary Environment 
day 

15th Fellowship Anthakshari 

21st Speaker Meet -Shri 
Gampa Nagaeswar Rao 

29th WASH program , 
Governor Designated 
date

Dear Friend Rotarians 

Greetings to you all

It gives me immense pleasure in writing 
this note . We have already finished 
one month in this rotary year and time 
is flying by . Time is something we 
have no control on, so let’s focus on 
what we can actually control. 

Let me tell you friends we are pacing 
at good speed and our plans are on 
track. Our signature project is still 
taking time to gain momentum as 
Covid19 has become priority at the 
moment.  

This month we kick started with 
virtual installation which created a 
certain benchmark. We had tambola 
evening where we saw 37 families 
on the Virtual platform which was 
very encouraging to see such great 
bonding amongst our club members. 
This was followed by speaker meet 
on Kargil Vijay Diwas, we had eminent 
speaker Air Vice Marshall Sagar Bharti 
(R) .

On Project front we did two projects 
which received huge publicity in 
reputed newspapers.

Finally I would like to say  one 
thing,  let’s keep the same spirit and 
togetherness especially during this 
Pandemic. I like to sign off by saying , 
it’s time to serve and donate because 
people need it now and not after crisis’

President
Y V Giri
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Tambola Night (RCHE)
The exhilarating tambola night!!!

Frankly I was a bit apprehensive as to how would the 
game be conducted virtually!

To my astonishment the most active group on 
my whatsapp window was our RCHE group. The 
preparations  began almost 10 days before the D day. 
The organizers ensured no stone was left unturned 
to eradicate any confusion during the game.

They ensured all participants were galvanized into 

this virtual game, through the attractive, tempting gifts……
(which were announced way before).

We were introduced to the game norms by Ms Manasa, our 
event organizer for the evening. She made the game rules 
clear and crisp. We hardly raised any doubts. The tickets were 
distributed to each of one of us on the same day during the 
morning hours and by the noon we had all our own tickets, 
our own lucky tickets. 

The time was set at 7:30 PM, we were all told to assemble, 
obviously virtually on ZOOM, surprisingly unlike other Zoom 
meetings, all our members were in fact ten minutes before 
the set time……..

Everyone assembled on time, we took off at 7:45PM, and 

it was a smooth take off.  Our virtual audience were an 
excellent audience, followed rules perfectly, it was such 
a feast for the eyes to see the senior most generation 
and the youngest generation glued to the screens, with 
so much hope in their eyes. We cheered each other on 
the smallest win, the winners were announced by the 
host, subsequently they were also brought into the spot 
light. The host brought in interesting twists and turns, i.e 
the lucky numbers were announced at times, to ensure 
gifts for almost 70% of the participants. This aroused 
more attention and participation from the audience.  
These intermittent lucky numbers also contributed to the 
increase in the list of winners!!! 

As we finished all the categories and were approaching 
the last 3 housie winners, the audience were even more 
excited and we all screamed in delirium!!! What a landing!!! 
A nerve wrecking ending!!!

After the game was over, the winners were announced 
and we as a team decided to repeat such events over and over during the coming months as long as we have the restriction to 

meet in person.

The systematic, organization skills of senior Rotarians, the current 
committee, the Anns, and last but not the least, even the youngest 
generation participated with so much of pomp and action.

We as Rotarians perfected the art of socializing amidst isolation, through 
this event. This event created a feeling of ‘we are all in this together’ and 
lifted our spirits. 

Ann.Madhurima
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Having been born in 1955, I was too young during 1962 and 1965 wars to understand anything about war. 
Distinctly remember 1971 victory jubilations but again was too young to grasp the genesis of Bangladesh 

liberation. I grew up by Kargil war. When 
Major Padmapani Acharya was martyred in 
June 1999 Kargil war, I stopped my car near 
Paradise and silently saluted his fully flower 
decked passing coffin. When his last rites 
were telecast live on TV, common people 
reacted with unbridled emotions. Then I 
realised that for anyone having the heart in 
the right place, issues of National security 
and consequential occasional martyrdom 

will always be emotive. I realised that I 
enjoy the safety of my cocoon because 
brave soldiers guard our National frontiers 
in all sorts of inclement and inhospitable 
conditions.

Thanks to the efforts of President Giri, a 
speaker meeting via video conferencing 
got arranged on the occasion of Kargil 
Diwas. Speaker was highly decorated Air 
Vice Marshal Sagar Bharti (Retd) who 

KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS
- Rtn.Raavi Srinivas Rao
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commanded the Kargil division during the 
war. It was a fascinating first hand and at 
times bone chilling account of Kargil war. 
He has very clearly explained how Pakistan 
played the double game – on one hand it 
tried to redraw the LAC and sent shadow 
fighters to infiltrate our mountainous 
borders during unguarded times of severe 
winter while on the other hand President 
Musharraf offered an olive branch to our 

PM Vajpayee in the name of 
diplomacy.

With the help of well-
prepared PPT, the speaker 
has explained the highly 
mountainous terrain of 
Kargil; health and logistic 
challenges of high-altitude 
warfare; and preparation & 
training that are required. 
The blood stains of 
500+ brave soldiers are 
embedded in the pristine 

snow slopes of Kargil 
mountains. Overtime, melting 
snow might have washed 
away the blood stains, but 
the spirit of sacrifices and 
valour of our soldiers linger 
on adding a unique shade 
of white to the snow. To 
immortalize their sacrifices, 
bravery and heroism Kargil 
Diwas is celebrated.   

Only highly motivated and 
well-trained soldiers and 
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officers can face such challenges. In fact, 
when a soldier accepts his appointment 
letter, he knows it could become his 
death warrant as dying while on duty is 
intrinsic to the profession of a soldier.
The honour and respect an ever-
indebted nation bestows on a martyr is 
well deserved. At least that is what we 
can do for being safely and comfortably 
nestled.
Jai Hind

RCHE DONATES  COVID ESSENTIALS TO COVID WARRIORS 
TO PERFORM THE FINAL RITES:

SERVICE PROJECT # 1 &2
29th July,2020

Rotary club of Hyderabad East has taken up projects during this 
Pandemic, As per the designated months Rotarians undertake 
events and provide service to the society. RCHE as part of Disease 
Prevention and treatment project had identified Amoomat Society an 
NGO from Old city who have started free service to shift the bodies 
of the persons who have died after being infected by Covid 19.

They have begun this free service after receiving requests from 
several persons who were not able to pay for the last ride to the 
crematorium as the ambulanes were charging 15,000-20,000 and 
most of the persons were unable to pay such high charges. Ms.Khalida 
Parveen of amoomat society was the first to start the free service 

to transport the bodies to crematorium and was open to 
all across religions. RCHE recognized the noble cause and 
as part of their project against Disease Prevention and 
treatment donated PPE kits, Sanitizers, Masks, Gloves 
and Soaps to the Covid warriors.
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A service which truly deserves the highest accolades, while 
the general public is scared to even venture outside these 
bravehearts are performing the final rites for persons from 
all religions. RCHE takes pride to support them .

RCHE then visited the Sakhi One Stop centre Ranga reddy 
District to Distribute Covid essentials. The OSC which is 
working for the support of women in Distress, Domestic 
Violence, and provides legal counseling as well as legal aid 
has been supporting the cause of women specially during 
the Migrants issue. They deal with cases everyday 24/7, 
and had requested for support for giving masks, Sanitizers, 
Gloves etc to the women who are unable to afford them. 
RCHE has come forward and provided the same to the 
Centre.     

President of Rotary club of Hyderabad East Mr.Y.V.Giri, 
Director Projects Dr.Sirish Akula, Jt Secretary Mr.Sudesh 
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and other Rotary Members along with Actress Madhavi lata Participated in the event.Ms.Khalida Parveen of Amoomat 
Society and Mrs.Pushpalatha, Centre head of Sakhi thanked the Rotarians for their support .

ROTARY IN NEWS
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Make it yours. Make it interesting. Contribute. Write in, with photos of 
all events happening in a calendar month of your interest and Hobbies.

Y V Giri
73373 23456

Mail:rche@rche3150.org


